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Always authoritative. More contemporary than ever. The text that professors trust to get students
thinking analytically about American government now includes new content on how race, gender,
and group identity intersect with political behavior and institutions. And, leading scholars have
contributed new â€œAnalyzing the Evidenceâ€• features that engage students with the questions
and methods that political students use themselves.
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Bought for an AP government class, and was impressed with how well the political process was
expounded upon by the authors. Sadly, civics classes are lacking today which is makes this book a
worthy purchase. Authors Lowi, Ginsberg, Shepsly, and Ansolabehere demonstrate passion to instill
critical thinking regarding politics, grasping importance of informed vote to maintain the incredible
privilege of a what made America great. Recommend this book to all interested in better grasping
our political system, political science students, and high school students.

This book was required for my dtrs AP class. It is a good book came in good condition..... Its a text
book, thankful to havenit but hard to get excited over. The really fantastic part about all of this is the
seller new I was on a deadline and expedidted the shipping for free. Great customer service

Needed this book for a class. I would say if you don't need if for a class, look somewhere else for
knowledge about US government. Otherwise, I can't really see anyone purchasing this book for

leisure reading.

I hated this book because it's a textbook. But as a textbook, it's pretty decent. Tells you what you
need to know, although sometimes I got the impression that it may be slightly biased towards one
side, especially for modern American politics.

Bought this book for my college government class. It's a good book that is actually pretty informative
and interesting if you are at least somewhat interested in politics or you like to keep up with politics
and are wondering about why it's so difficult for our political system to make progress.

This book was a required text for my college class political Science 2301 - I must say politics and
government are not "my thing" - I am NOT a Poli Sci major but I think I prefer the textbook We The
People. It was more facts based and less opinions. I feel like this book spends a lot of time
expressing the authors explanation of why the founders did certain things. Some of them I agree
with some I don't but I do feel like in a University classroom text books such as this should be about
facts and not opinions.

I had to take this politics class for my major in history. To be honest, I really did not want to take it. I
wanted to know how our government is supposed to work, but I am so fed up with politicians that I
didn't want to have to spend an entire semester reading about them. I'm glad I did. This text is
excellent. It is very good at going through all the different terminology in regards to Political Science,
but also tells about how the govenment is supposed to work (as envisioned by the Founder's) and
how and why it is where it is today. For anyone who is wanting to learn all the various aspects of our
Federal government and how it relates to the states and local governments (which should be all
Americans) then this text would be a great place to start.

I am so thankful your this book at barns and noble it was 40 and I got it for 6 dollars I wish I could
hug the person I. Charge book came In a reasonable amount of time they communicated with me
they are awesome I would totally come again and recommend all my friends thanks you guys
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